
Click Here to visit the solid waste web pages

Fines up to $5,000 may be issued for any of these violations under the authority of 
the solid waste by-law 93-2012

The problem in this example photo was the resident required large item tags on each
item.  The articles were also set out at a different address than they came from.

Large item tags are required for large, bulky items such as 
furniture, mattresses and box springs etc. It is a good idea to
use a pen or marker to write your address on large item tags 
to discourage theft.  If necessary, staple the tag to material 
covered items to make sure it is not blown away in the wind.
TV’s are electronic waste and no longer eligible for collection
as a laas a large item.  Check out recycleyourelectronics.ca for free
electronics drop off locations in Brockville.

The problem in this example photo was the resident attempted to use a partial tag
on the bag.  Partial tags are NOT permitted and will not be collected!

Bag tags and large item tags are required for waste items that
exceed the one bag limit.  The tags should be securely affixed to 
the bag or large item.  Bag tags are not be used as a twist tie,
but should be folded in half around the closure at the top of the 
bag.  It is a good idea to use a pen or marker to write your 
address on large item tags to discourage theft.

       The problem in this example photo was the residents or businesses
placed waste out for collection too far in advance of collection.  Waste, recycling or 
Christmas trees placed out for collection too early may be missed, if buried under 
snow or stuck in ice/snowbanks.  It also interferes with snow removal operations!

Early set-out of waste can lead to significant problems, such as:
Litter, hygeine and public safety issues, aesthetic issues that lead
to public complaints, and in the winter; access to snow covered 
waste and intereference with snow removal operations.

       The problem in this example photo was the resident didn’t recycle!
                      The garbage bag contained about 90% recycling (including LCBO
containers that could have been redeemed for cash!).  The need for the extra bag of 
garbage could have been avoided if only the resident had separated the recycling and
placed it out properly.  Recycling collection is unlimited, garbage is not!

Often, extra bags that are set out for garbage collection
contain unacceptable items, or are improperly packaged.
Initially this notice tag indicated “Requires a bag tag”.

The problem in this example photo was the resident required bag tags since there 
were more bags placed out at the address than the 1 bag per unit per week allowed.

Bags were left behind after the collection truck went by and 
a red notice tag was placed on the bags. The problems could be
related to one or more of the following problems: 
Too heavy, Improperly packaged, Unacceptable Item,
Requires a bag tag, or Requires a Large item tag.

What’s wrong with the photos?  See the answers below...

http://city.brockville.on.ca/solidwasteregulations/index.cfm?ID=810



